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Amplification of Nonlocal Effects in Nonlinear Quantum Mechanics by Extreme
Localization
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Due to its connection to the diffeomorphism group, nonlinear quantum mechanics may play an
important role in quantum geometry. The Doebner-Goldin nonlinearity (arising from representa-
tions of the diffeomorphism group) amplifies nonlocal signaling effects under extreme localization,
suggesting that even if greatly suppressed at low energies, such effects may be significant at the
Planck scale. This offers new perspectives on Planck-scale physics.
PACS numbers: 04.60.-m, 03.65.Ta
INTRODUCTION
The main objection to the various proposals for non-
linear quantum mechanics is an apparent conflict with
causality[1]. Although this issue was extensively dis-
cussed under many guises in the literature [2], with var-
ious attempts at circumventing the problem, no truly
relativistic causal nonlinear quantum mechanics has yet
been created. Other seemingly problematic aspects of
nonlinear quantum mechanics also seem to be related to
space-time structure[3].
We argue here that vice can be virtue. Experimental
evidence shows that at the low energies of atomic levels,
nonlinear effects are suppressed by a factor of at least
10−20 in relation to the linear ones[4]. Pushing this fur-
ther, suppose nonlinear effects can only be exposed at
Planck energies. Since at this scale space-time itself is
thought to acquire quantum behavior, making its causal
and manifold structure ill defined, the seeming conflicts
of nonlinearity with space-time may no longer be opera-
tive. All attempt therefore of circumventing these diffi-
culties could in the end be irrelevant as there may be no
problematic low-energy consequences. We are now faced
with the question: given the large suppression at low en-
ergies, could nonlinear effects be significant at high ones?
If so, what would be considered an acausal effect at low
energies, could at high energies provide completely new
phenomena relevant for quantum space-time and early-
universe cosmology. We shall use the more neutral term
nonlocal instead of acausal for these phenomena, deem-
ing causality to be a post-Planckian concern.
The nonlinear equation introduced by Doebner and
Goldin (DG) [5] is particularly interesting in this respect
as it arises in connection with representations of the dif-
feomorphism group (more exactly with current algebras).
This particular nonlinearity may thus be of special rele-
vance in any form of quantum geometry. We show that
under extreme localization of states, the nonlocal behav-
ior of the DG nonlinearity is amplified to the extent that
it may be of the same order of magnitude as effects due
to the liner terms of the evolution, which dominate at low
energies. If such effect do operate at the Planck scale, we
would be forced to completely modify our present views
of this regime and consider alternatives to such endeavors
as M-theory and loop quantum gravity for which linearity
of quantum mechanics at all scales is an essential ingre-
dient. It is probably significant that the nonlocal effects
of various other types of nonlinearities do not suffer this
amplification, making the connection of the DG equation
to the diffeomorphism group even more significant.
Nonlocal signals
Our analysis assumes that time evolution in nonlinear
but that the usual linear quantum observables still do de-
scribe measurement processes (other nonlinear ones may
also be present), that instantaneous state collapse is still
a valid description, and that the square modulus of the
wave function still provides a probability density for posi-
tion measurements. All this can be questioned but many
proposals for nonlinear quantum mechanics do assume
this, and it can be deemed reasonable at low energies
when nonlinear effects (including the nonlocal ones) are
greatly suppressed. One needs some argument though to
justify deeming results of such an analysis relevant for
the high-energy Planck regime. Many of the results of
the measurement process are reproducible to a high de-
gree of accuracy by decoherence. Decoherence should be
an operative process for nonlinear evolution at all scales
and we consider the analysis carried out below as an ide-
alized sketch of a decoherence analysis. Quantitative de-
coherence results for non-linear evolution is sorely lack-
ing. Strong decoherence processes at the Plank scale have
been proposed by Hansson[7] but we make no specific use
of this proposal.
For nonlinear temporal evolution the paradigmatic ar-
gument for causality violation is as follows: perform a
measurement of an observable A at time instant t0 = 0,
allow for a nonlinear evolution for a time interval t, and
then perform a measurement of an observable B in a
2region space-like separated to the first measuring event.
Under nonlinear evolution the expected value of the sec-
ond measurement will depend on the particular observ-
able A used and so by switching to a different observable
A′ one can communicate across a space-like interval.
Start with a pure initial state |φ〉, and assume that
the first measurement of an observable A takes place
at time t = 0. Assume a non-degenerate spectrum:
A =
∑
λ λ
∣∣φAλ 〉 〈φAλ ∣∣, where ∣∣φAλ 〉 is the eigenvector. In
what follows sums are to interpreted as integrals when
dealing with continuous spectrum. The state following
the measurement is a mixture of the
∣∣φAλ 〉 with proba-
bility |〈φAλ ∣∣φ〉 |2. Let now Et be the evolution operator
from time 0 to time t. The expected value of B in the
mixture resulting from a measurement of A followed by
evolution for time t is now:
E(B, t|A) =
∑
λ
|〈φAλ ∣∣φ〉 |2 〈EtφAλ ∣∣B∣∣EtφAλ 〉 (1)
which also defines the symbol on the left-hand side. Sig-
nals can be said to be present if this depends on the
choice of A. It is thus convenient to define the difference
∆(B, t|A,A′) = E(B, t|A) − E(B, t|A′). (2)
We assume that the measurement event corresponding
to B is space-like to the events corresponding to A and
A′. Expression (1) is not very useful as one normally
does not have much knowledge of Et since the evolution
is generally described through a differential Schro¨dinger-
type equation:
i~∂tψ = Fψ (3)
for some operator F . We shall make no assumptions of
linearity on F but we shall assume that the evolution
is norm preserving, which, as was shown in [6], implies
that Im (ψ, Fψ) = 0, a property that is called norm-
hermiticity. It is a difficult mathematical problem to
gain explicit information about Et. We circumvent it by
expanding into a Taylor series:
E(B, t|A) = E(B, 0|A) + tE1(B|A) +O(t2),
∆(B, t|A,A′) = ∆(B, 0|A,A′) + t∆1(B|A,A′) +O(t2).
One sees that E(B, 0|A) = 〈φ|B|φ〉 by the linear
quantum mechanical no signal theorem, and hence
∆(B, 0|A,A′) = 0. Since B is hermitian we have:
E1(B|A) = 2
~
∑
λ
|〈φAλ ∣∣φ〉 |2 Im 〈BφAλ ∣∣FφAλ 〉 . (4)
The difference t∆1(B|A,A′) would then determine the
signal amplitude when using a small delay t.
THE DG EQUATION
The one-particle DG equation is:
i~∂tψs = Fsψs = − ~
2
2ms
∇2ψs + iDs~
(
∇2ψs + |∇ψs|
2
|ψs|2 ψs
)
+Rs(ψ)ψ, (5)
where s labels the particle’s species, Ds is a physical
constant and Rs(ψ) is real and complex homogeneous:
Rs(zψ) = zRs(ψ). We take Rs = 0 for simplicity, seeing
no motivation for picking any particular form.
For the two particle equation we take
i~∂tψab = Fabψ = F
(1)
a ψab + F
(2)
b ψab +Qabψ (6)
where a and b are species labels, F
(j)
s is the one-particle
operator acting on the j-th particle variables and Qab
is an operator that vanishes on product functions. This
is a canonical construction for separating multi-particle
equations as described in [6]. By separating we mean
that uncorrelated two-particle states continue uncorre-
lated under evolution. This is a non-linear rendition of
the notion of lack of interaction and we assume it for
simplicity.
It is convenient to single out the non-real-linear part
of Fs and we define
Nφ =
|∇φ|2
|φ|2 φ. (7)
The DG equation in the EPR state
We now see how the DG equation behaves with re-
spect to the original two-particle EPR state φab of
zero total momentum. One performs either a momen-
tum (A = p) or a position (A′ = q) measurement
on the first particle. Let us see what are the pos-
sible contributions to E1(B|A) and E1(B|A′) from the
various terms in Fab. Under either one of the mea-
surements, the resulting mixtures are of product states∣∣φAλ 〉 = ∣∣φAaλ〉 ∣∣φAbλ〉 so the term Qab will not con-
3tribute, and we assume Qab = 0. Observable B acts on
particle b and we have
〈
BφAaλφ
A
bλ
∣∣ (Fa + Fb)φAaλφAbλ〉 =〈
φAaλ
∣∣FaφAaλ〉 〈BφAbλ∣∣φAbλ〉 + 〈φAaλ∣∣φAaλ〉 〈BφAbλ∣∣FbφAbλ〉.
Now the first term is real since B is hermitian and Fa
norm-hermitian. The second term is
〈
BφAλ
∣∣FbφAλ 〉 and
so for both A and A′ we can use equation (4) with just Fb
in place of Fab, as only the imaginary part of the bracket
contributes.
Under momentum measurement the resulting mixture
is of products of momentum eigenstates and since ∇2+N
vanishes on plane waves one has ∆1(B|p, q) = E1(B|q),
thus:
∆1(B|p, q) = 2Db
∫
Re 〈Bδw| (∇2 +N)δw
〉
dµ(w) (8)
where δw(y) = δ(y − w) is a position eigenstate and µ
is the measure defining the mixture. This expression is
however not straightforwardly calculable since a position
eigenstate leads to ill defined forms if we apply N to it.
To interpret the non-liner contribution we use gaussian
regularization and so define
δ(r)(y) =
( r
pi
)n/2
e−ry
2
(9)
as a delta-approximating function which goes over to δ(y)
as r → ∞. Here n is the dimension of space. We find
then that N(δ(r))(y) = 4r2y2δ(r)(y). To calculate the
asymptotics of this distribution when r →∞, let f be a
Schwartz test-function and consider
4r2
∫
y2δ(r)(y)f(y) dny =
= 4pi−n/2r2+n/2
∫
y2e−ry
2
f(y) dny. (10)
We will make use of the formula∫
||y||pe−ry2 dny = σn
2
Γ(
n+ p
2
)r−
n+p
2 (11)
which readily follows from
∫
∞
0
e−y
q
yp dy =
1
q
Γ(
p+ 1
q
).
Here σn = 2pi
n/2/Γ(n/2) is the surface measure of the
unit n-ball. We see therefore that only for p ≥ 4 does
(11) overcome the r2+n/2 growth of the coefficient. We
now write
f(y) = f(0) + y · (∇f)(0) + 1
2
∑
ij
yiyjhij +
+
∑
ijk
yiyjyktijk +
∑
ijkl
yiyjykylQijkl(y) (12)
where the hij are the matrix elements of (Hf)(0), the
hessian of f at the origin, tijk a tensor of third derivatives
of f at the origin, and Qijkl(y) are bounded functions
of y. If we now consider the integral
∫
y2e−ry
2
f(y) dny
then we see that the contribution from the fifth term
in the expansion for f(y) can be bounded by a multiple
of
∫ ||y||6e−ry2 dny and is thus of order r−(n+6)/2. The
contribution from the second and fourth terms vanish
since the integrands are odd functions. The contribu-
tion from the first term is n2pi
n/2r−1−n/2f(0). To cal-
culate the contribution from the hessian, let us choose
coordinate axes for which the hessian is diagonal and so
we have to calculate
∫
y2(h1y
2
1 + · · · + hny2n)e−ry
2
dny,
where the hi are the eigenvalues. One type of term
is
∫
hjy
2
i y
2
j e
−ry2 dny with i 6= j which results in
1
4pi
n/2r−(2+n/2)hj , and the other type is
∫
hjy
4
j e
−ry2 dny
which results in 34pi
n/2r−(2+n/2)hj . Combining all these
results we have∫
N(δ(r))(y)f(y) dny =
= 2nrf(0) + (
n
2
+ 1)Tr((Hf)(0)) +O(r−1),
which means that
N(δ(r)) = 2nrδ + (
n
2
+ 1)∇2δ +O(r−1). (13)
A similar asymptotic analysis for δ(r) itself gives δ(r) =
δ +O(r−1).
Let us now use the Gaussian regularization in (8).
We assume that Bδw is well defined and so Bδ
(r)
w =
Bδw + O(r
−1). One has
〈
Bδ
(r)
w
∣∣∣ (∇2 +N)δ(r)w
〉
=
2rn 〈δw|B| δw〉+O(1) and so
∆1(B|p, q) = 4rn.Db
∫
〈δw|B| δw〉 dµ(w) +O(1)
= 4rnDb 〈φ|B|φ〉+O(1). (14)
We see therefore that for large enough r, the first term
dominates and any observable whose expectation does
not vanish in the initial state can detect a nonlocal effect
that is larger with increased localization.
Separating non-linear evolutions admit additional non-
linear terms first introduced by Bialynicki-Birula and
Mycielski (Mψ = p ln |ψ|ψ)[8], and Kostin (Kψ =
iq ln(ψ/ψ¯)ψ)[9]. Here p and q are real universal constants
with the dimension of energy. One has M(δ(r))(y) =(n
2
ln
r
pi
− ry2
)
δ(r) and K(δ(r))(y) = 0. The first ex-
pression has asymptotic form
n
2
ln r δ+O(1), and though
we have a logarithmic growth here, the O(ln r) term is
real and will not contribute to (4). The same argument
rules out any contribution from the term Rs(ψ)ψ on the
right-hand side of (5) if its asymptotic form on the gaus-
sian is of the form ρ(r)δ+O(1). It may be significant that
the amplification effect occurs precisely for the diffeomor-
phism motivated nonlinearity. The amplification seems
4to be due to two aspects, the singular nature of the non-
linear term when applied to highly localized state, and
the fact that the coefficient of (∇2ψ +N(ψ)) in the DG
equation is imaginary which adds a diffusion process to
the evolution (and breaks time-inversion invariance). A
final analysis must await a proper study of nonlinear de-
coherence and a better understanding of its relation to
the diffeomorphism group.
To give (14) more meaning we should compare this
rate to one given by a linearly dominated process. As a
first approximation we just give a simple order of magni-
tude estimate through dimensional analysis. The ratio of
nonlinear to the linear coefficient in the DG equation is
ν =
Db
~/2m
. The rate of change of the expectation value
〈φ|B|φ〉 in a state in which this is dominated by the lin-
ear kinetic energy term with a typical one-particle wave-
length L would be of order
~
mL2
〈φ|B|φ〉. The ratio of
the rate given by (14) to this is then approximately νrL2.
This expression shows a curious trade-off between short
and long wavelength. One needs a high-energy process
such as localization to a Plank length to exhibit a nonlo-
cal effect, but the effect is relatively more effective upon a
long wavelength state. Assume now the localization is to
one Planck length Lp, that is r = 1/L
2
p. Experimentally
ν is bounded above by about 10−20. At this value, non-
linear nonlocal effects would be significant for L above
1010Lp ≈ 10−23 cm. which is likely problematic. Taking
L of order of the present Hubble radius (≈ 1030 cm.) a
value of ν ≈ 10−126 would guarantee that much shorter
wave lengths would not be affected by nonlocal effects.
This suppression factor is coincidentally similar to the
ratio of the observed density of dark energy to the quan-
tum field theory predictions of the vacuum energy den-
sity. Regardless of the value of the suppression factor ν, it
would provide a fundamental distance scale in nonlinear
quantum gravity: LP/
√
ν. Processes on this scale would
be influenced nonlocally by Planck scale processes. The
existence of a third scale (besides c and Lp) was recently
suggested by Kowalski-Glikman and Smolin[10] who esti-
mate it at about 1060Lp. This new scale has implications
for dynamics of space-time singularities, in particular for
inflationary cosmology, dark energy, and black holes. We
shall take up some of these themes in a forthcoming pub-
lication.
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